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Summary
Accurate chromosome segregation requires carefully regulated interactions between kinetochores
and microtubules, but how plasticity is achieved to correct diverse attachment defects remains
unclear. Here, we demonstrate that Aurora B kinase phosphorylates three spatially distinct targets
within the conserved outer kinetochore KNL1/Mis12 complex/Ndc80 complex (KMN) network, the
key player in kinetochore-microtubule attachments. The combinatorial phosphorylation of the KMN
network generates graded levels of microtubule binding activity, with full phosphorylation severely
compromising microtubule binding. Altering the phosphorylation state of each protein causes
corresponding chromosome segregation defects. Importantly, the spatial distribution of these targets
along the kinetochore axis leads to their differential phosphorylation in response to changes in tension
and attachment state. In total, rather than generating exclusively binary changes in microtubule
binding, our results suggest a mechanism for the tension-dependent fine tuning of kinetochore-
microtubule interactions.
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Introduction
To ensure the accurate and equal distribution of genetic material to the daughter cells during
mitosis, chromosomes bi-orient on the mitotic spindle under tension from dynamic spindle
microtubules. The kinetochore links microtubules to centromeric DNA and forms a large
macromolecular assembly that is essential for chromosome segregation (Welburn and
Cheeseman, 2008). Proteomic studies have shown that the kinetochore is organized into
discrete sub-complexes that play distinct functions within the kinetochore (Cheeseman and
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Desai, 2008), but which must ultimately be integrated to mediate chromosome segregation.
Beyond its role as a structural linker between the centromere and microtubules, the kinetochore
also couples the energy from depolymerizing microtubules to chromosome movement and
monitors the fidelity of microtubule-kinetochore attachments until bi-orientation is achieved.
The rapid and reversible regulation of kinetochore function by post-translational modifications
is critical to monitor and correct kinetochore-microtubule attachments. In particular, Aurora
B kinase, a component of the conserved chromosomal passenger complex (Ruchaud et al.,
2007), is a key player in regulating kinetochore function. In budding yeast, Aurora B has been
proposed to generate unattached kinetochores in response to a lack of inter-kinetochore tension
(Pinsky et al., 2006; Tanaka et al., 2002). In contrast, rather than becoming fully unattached,
mal-oriented vertebrate kinetochore-microtubule attachments appear to become destabilized
upon Aurora B activation allowing chromosomes to move closer to the spindle poles before
bi-orientation occurs (Lampson et al., 2004). During the course of a normal cell division and
in response to mitotic errors, Aurora B must potentially correct a range of attachment defects.
However, it remains to be determined whether Aurora B acts as a switch to generate binary
on/off changes in microtubule binding state or whether it can function to modulate kinetochore-
microtubule attachments.
To control kinetochore-microtubule attachments, Aurora B must ultimately regulate the key
components of the outer kinetochore. The core of the kinetochore-microtubule interface is
provided by the conserved 9 subunit KNL1/Mis12 complex/Ndc80 complex (KMN) network
(Cheeseman et al., 2006; Ciferri et al., 2008; DeLuca et al., 2006; Wei et al., 2007). Recent
work has demonstrated that the microtubule binding activity of the Ndc80 complex is
controlled by Aurora B phosphorylation of an N-terminal 100 amino acid unstructured region
(Cheeseman et al., 2006; Ciferri et al., 2008; DeLuca et al., 2006). This phosphorylation likely
acts by generating negative charges that disrupt the electrostatic interactions between Ndc80
and the acidic C-terminal tails of microtubules (Guimaraes et al., 2008; Miller et al., 2008).
While previous work has concentrated primarily on the regulation of the Ndc80 complex, the
microtubule binding activity of the KMN network also requires important contributions from
KNL1 and the Mis12 complex (Cheeseman et al., 2006).
Here, we demonstrate that Aurora B phosphorylates multiple subunits of the KMN network
that additionally includes the Mis12 complex subunit Dsn1 and an N-terminal microtubule
binding domain of KNL1. Phosphorylation of all three targets is necessary to inactivate the
microtubule binding activity of the KMN network, while phosphorylation of a subset of
proteins results in intermediate activity states. Disrupting these phosphorylation events in
vertebrate cells causes corresponding defects in chromosome segregation. Importantly, we
demonstrate that Aurora B phosphorylation of the KMN network responds to kinetochore
attachment state, and that the phosphorylation of these spatially distinct targets occurs
differentially during chromosome alignment. These results provide a mechanism to modulate
the function of the kinetochore-microtubule interface by generating multiple activity states,
rather than simply a binary on/off situation, and provide for the fine tuning of chromosome
segregation by Aurora B.
Results
Aurora B targets multiple proteins within the KMN network
The core of the kinetochore-microtubule interface is provided by the conserved 9 subunit
KNL1/Mis12 complex/Ndc80 complex (KMN) network (Cheeseman et al., 2006; Ciferri et
al., 2008; DeLuca et al., 2006; Wei et al., 2007). While previous work has focused exclusively
on the regulation of the Ndc80 complex by Aurora B (Cheeseman et al., 2006; Ciferri et al.,
2008; DeLuca et al., 2006; Guimaraes et al., 2008; Miller et al., 2008), KNL1 and the Mis12
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complex also contribute to the synergistic microtubule binding activity of the KMN network
(Cheeseman et al., 2006). Thus, it is critical to analyze the regulation of the complete KMN
network. To determine whether Aurora B has additional KMN network substrates, we used
two complementary strategies in combination with mass spectrometry. First, to define the
physiologically relevant phosphorylation sites, we isolated the KMN network by
immunoprecipitation from HeLa cells. Second, to identify sites that are specific to Aurora B
kinase, we phosphorylated the reconstituted human Mis12 complex (Kline et al., 2006) and
the C. elegans KNL-1/MIS-12 complex (Cheeseman et al., 2006) in vitro with the budding
yeast Aurora B kinase Ipl1. In each case, we analyzed the samples by mass spectrometry both
with and without phosphopeptide enrichment (Supplemental Fig. 1A). These approaches
identified four phosphorylation sites in the Mis12 complex subunit hDsn1, two of which are
conserved in the C. elegans Dsn1 counterpart KNL-3, and two conserved sites at the N-
terminus of KNL-1 as targets of Aurora B (Supplemental Fig. 1B and C). In vitro
phosphorylation of the human KNL1 N-terminus (for which we are unable to purify full length
protein) also identified similar Aurora B phosphorylation sites. We confirmed these sites by
conducting kinase assays with non-phosphorylatable mutants (denoted as ProteinSA) of Dsn1/
KNL-3 or KNL-1 (Supplemental Fig. 1D). In combination with the results described below,
these data demonstrate that KNL1 and Dsn1 are conserved targets of Aurora B.
Aurora B phosphorylation does not affect the associations within the KMN network or its
assembly at kinetochores
Phosphorylation of these additional Aurora B targets may regulate the kinetochore-microtubule
interface directly. Alternatively, as suggested by recent work in Xenopus extracts (Emanuele
et al., 2008), phosphorylation may contribute to kinetochore assembly by altering protein-
protein interactions. To assess the role of phosphorylation on KMN network assembly, we
mutated the complete complement of phosphorylation sites in each Aurora B target to aspartate
to mimic constitutive phosphorylation (denoted as ProteinSD). We were able to reconstitute
and assemble the complete KMN network in vitro regardless of its phosphorylation state (Fig.
1A; Supplemental Fig. 2A; (Cheeseman et al., 2006). Since the Mis12 complex has an
established role in kinetochore assembly (Kline et al., 2006), we tested the specific effect of
hDsn1 phosphorylation on its localization and associations. Clonal cell lines stably expressing
GFP-hDsn1 Aurora B phosphomimetic and non-phosphorylatable mutants localized to
kinetochores identically to wild type hDsn1 (Fig. 1B). We note that this contrasts with previous
results in which transiently expressed hDsn1 Ser100/Ser109 to alanine double mutants did not
localize to kinetochores (Yang et al., 2008). In addition to showing similar localization, one
step immunoprecipitations of GFPLAP-tagged hDsn1, hDsn1SA and hDsn1SD each isolated the
complete KMN network as well as the outer kinetochore proteins Zwint, Bub1, and Bub3 (Fig.
1C). We also found that conditional replacement Dsn1 phosphorylation site mutants in chicken
DT40 cells did not affect kinetochore assembly (see below). Finally, treatment with the Aurora
B inhibitor ZM447439 only modestly affected the kinetochore localization of the representative
KMN network subunits hKNL1, hDsn1 and Ndc80/HEC1 (Fig. 1D and E) highlighting that
the outer kinetochore can still maintain a supramolecular assembly in the absence of Aurora
B activity. In contrast, treatment with ZM447439 completely eliminated phospho-Histone H3
staining, an established Aurora B substrate (Supplemental Fig. 2B). In total, our analysis
suggests that Aurora B phosphorylation of the KMN network does not play a significant role
in the assembly or maintenance of the outer kinetochore in human cells.
Phosphorylation of the KMN network results in graded changes in microtubule binding
activity
We next sought to define the contribution of the identified phosphorylation sites in the KMN
network to regulating its microtubule binding activity in vitro. For these experiments, we
utilized C. elegans KMN network, in which the human hDsn1 subunit of the Mis12 complex
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corresponds to C. elegans KNL-3 (Fig. 2A), and which can be reconstituted in vitro
(Cheeseman et al., 2006) allowing us to dissect the biochemical properties of the complete
KMN network. To date, it has not been possible to reconstitute full length human hKNL1,
which is greater than 265 kDa. However, where possible, we confirmed these results using the
corresponding human proteins. Due to the established cooperative microtubule binding
behavior of the KMN network constituents (Cheeseman et al., 2006), assays were conducted
with 50 nM input protein to maximize any differences in binding behavior.
We previously demonstrated that in vitro phosphorylation of the Ndc80 complex by Aurora B
significantly reduced its microtubule binding affinity (Cheeseman et al., 2006). Importantly,
the affinity of phosphomimetic mutant NDC-80SD complex for microtubules is virtually
identical to that of NDC-80 complex that has been phosphorylated in vitro by Aurora B (Fig.
2B), providing an important tool to dissect the function of this phosphorylation. However,
while phosphorylated Ndc80 complex displays negligible microtubule binding activity on its
own, this phosphorylation is not sufficient to prevent binding of the KMN network to
microtubules. The KMNSD network containing NDC-80SD has an apparent microtubule
binding affinity of 1 μM, nearly half that of wild type KMN network (KD = 0.6 μM; Fig. 2D).
Thus, while Ndc80 phosphorylation reduces binding of the KMN network to microtubules,
this affinity remains physiologically relevant when compared to other established microtubule
interacting proteins.
Within the KMN network, KNL-1 also contributes to microtubule binding, but the region
responsible for this activity was unknown. We found that the 68 amino acids at the N-terminus
of KNL-1 are necessary (not shown) and sufficient (Fig. 2C) for binding to microtubules.
Interestingly, the Aurora B phosphorylation sites that we identified in KNL1 are present within
this region suggesting that they may regulate microtubule interactions. Indeed,
phosphomimetic mutants abolished the binding of the C. elegans KNL-1 (Fig. 2C) or human
hKNL1 (Supplemental Fig. 3A) N-terminal fragments, or full length C. elegans KNL-1 (Fig.
2C; Supplemental Fig. 3C) to microtubules. However, as with the Ndc80 complex, while
phosphorylation of KNL-1 abolished its affinity for microtubules on its own, the KSDMN
network containing KNL-1SD displayed only a moderate reduction in microtubule binding
(KD = 2 μM; Fig. 2D).
Since individual Ndc80 or KNL-1 phosphorylation did not eliminate microtubule binding, we
next tested whether Aurora B phosphorylation of multiple proteins within KMN network could
abrogate binding. Surprisingly, the KSDMNSD network in which both established microtubule
binding components are perturbed, still binds to microtubules, albeit with low apparent affinity
(KD = 4.9 μM; Fig. 2E). Finally, since the MIS-12 complex is also phosphorylated by Aurora
B, we tested the fully phosphomimetic KMN network. The KSDMSDNSD network, despite its
capacity to assemble normally (see Fig. 1), did not associate with microtubules under the
conditions analyzed (Fig. 2E). Importantly, the KSAMSANSA network in which each
phosphorylation site was mutated to alanine did not affect microtubule binding (Supplemental
Fig. 3D, E) demonstrating that simply changing these residues to another amino acid does not
affect KMN network activity in vitro.
The effect of MIS-12 complex phosphorylation on the microtubule binding activity of the KMN
network is surprising given that this complex does not associate directly with microtubules
(Cheeseman et al., 2006). To define the contribution of MIS-12 complex phosphorylation, we
tested a series of mutant complexes. The KMSDN network, in which only the KNL-3 subunit
of the MIS-12 complex is mutated to mimic constitutive phosphorylation, displayed a similar
binding affinity for microtubules as the wild type KMN network (Fig. 2F). However, a
significant reduction in affinity was observed when the MIS-12SD complex was combined with
either KNL-1SD or the NDC-80SD complex (KSDMSDN and KMSDNSD have respective KD =
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5.3 and 4.6 μM, compared to 2.1 and 1 μM for KSDMN and KMNSD; Fig. 2F). Therefore,
phosphorylation of the MIS-12 complex sensitizes the microtubule binding activity of the
KMN network such that the additional phosphorylation of at least one microtubule binding
component creates a dramatic change in activity. In total, this biochemical analysis reveals
important contributions from the phosphorylation of Ndc80, Dsn1, and KNL1 to regulating
microtubule interactions. These results provide a mechanism to severely compromise the
activity of the complete KMN network through the combined phosphorylation of each subunit,
but also provide a way to generate graded changes in microtubule binding activity through
phosphorylation of a subset of proteins.
Phosphorylation of the KMN network is critical for regulating chromosome segregation in
vivo
To determine whether the combinatorial regulation of the KMN network by Aurora B observed
in vitro is critical to controlling kinetochore-microtubule attachments in vivo, we next
investigated the effect of the phosphomimetic (to aspartate) and non-phosphorylatable (to
alanine) mutants of Dsn1, KNL1 and Ndc80 in vertebrate cells. We predicted both types of
mutations in critical phosphorylation sites would affect chromosome segregation since
preventing the inactivation of inappropriately attached kinetochores by Aurora B (in the non-
phosphorylatable mutant), or constitutively inactivating this attachment (in the
phosphomimetic mutant) would both result in severe consequences. For these experiments, we
used chicken DT40 cells that are well suited to such studies due to high rates of homologous
recombination (Fukagawa et al., 2001), allowing us to generate conditional replacement alleles.
Consistent with previous work (DeLuca et al., 2006; Guimaraes et al., 2008), mutation of
multiple phosphorylation sites in ggNdc80 (Ser5, Ser15, Ser16, Ser44) resulted in mitotic
defects (Fig. 3). The viability of the phosphomimetic Ndc80 mutant was severely compromised
(Fig. 3B), while the non-phosphorylatable mutant was still viable (Fig. 3A), but showed an
increase in apoptotic cells (Fig. 3C). Thus, while altering the regulation of Ndc80 affects proper
chromosome segregation, these phenotypes suggest that additional regulation occurs
downstream of Aurora B. Consistent with this, previous work on budding yeast Ndc80
phosphorylation demonstrated that S to A mutations of the equivalent sites was non-essential
(Akiyoshi et al., 2009; Kemmler et al., 2009) arguing for the existence of other key targets.
The ggKNL1SD and ggKNL1SA mutants both displayed a severe decrease in viability (Fig.
3A, B) and an accumulation of cells in mitosis or undergoing apoptosis (Fig. 3C, D). In contrast,
consistent with our biochemical analysis (Fig. 2), ggDsn1 phosphorylation site mutants were
viable (Fig. 3A, B) and displayed only mild defects (Fig. 3C, D). In addition, none of the
phosphomimetic or phosphoinhibitory mutants in Ndc80/Hec1, KNL1, or Dsn1 altered
kinetochore assembly based on the localization of Ndc80 (Fig. 3F). Thus, disrupting the
phosphorylation of individual KMN network subunits results in defects that are consistent with
the roles in regulating kinetochore-microtubule interactions that we defined biochemically.
However, while there are not dramatic changes in kinetochore assembly in these mutants, we
note that in cells it is possible that these phosphorylation sites affect multiple aspects of KMN
network function in addition to microtubule interactions. This is particularly true for KNL1,
which has been reported to interact with multiple binding partners (see Cheeseman and Desai,
2008).
Although the ggDsn1 mutants did not show dramatic defects in vivo, based on our biochemical
analysis we predicted that these would synergize with KNL1 or Ndc80 phosphorylation site
mutants. We therefore analyzed ggKNL1SD and ggNdc80SD mutants in the presence of
exogenously expressed ggDsn1SD mutant, or ggNdc80SA in combination with ggDsn1SA to
assemble doubly mutant KMN network. In each case, we observed a significant increase in
chromosome alignment defects (Fig. 3E) and an accumulation of cells undergoing a mitotic
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arrest or apoptosis (Fig. 3C, D) relative to cells containing the Ndc80 mutants or KNL1 mutant
alone. In contrast, we did not observe a similar increase in defective cells using ggDsn1SA in
combination with phosphomimetic ggKNL1SD or ggNdc80SD mutants, or vice versa (Fig. 3C,
D). These results imply that Dsn1 has a key role in coordinating the effect of Aurora B
phosphorylation of the microtubule binding Ndc80 and KNL1 subunits to regulate the KMN
network.
Tension-dependent differential phosphorylation of the KMN network by Aurora B
The biochemical and functional analyses described above demonstrate that phosphorylation
of each KMN network subunit contributes to regulating microtubule binding and chromosome
segregation. Current models suggest that Aurora B phosphorylates its targets when inter-
kinetochore tension is low, but this has not been demonstrated for relevant endogenous outer
kinetochore substrates. To define the response KMN network phosphorylation, we generated
antibodies that specifically recognize the phosphorylated form of Ser100 or Ser109 in hDsn1
and Ser24 or Ser60 in hKNL1 (Fig. 4A). Immunofluorescence using these antibodies in HeLa
cells revealed kinetochore staining that was severely reduced by treatment with the Aurora B
inhibitor ZM447439 (Fig. 4B and C). In contrast, antibodies that detect Ndc80, hDsn1, and
hKNL1 regardless of phosphorylation state displayed only minor changes in levels under all
conditions analyzed (Fig. 4B, C; Fig. 1).
To evaluate the targeting of hDsn1 and hKNL1 phosphorylation, we next used phosphospecific
antibodies to examine cells with distinct kinetochore-microtubule attachment states. In cells
with chromosomes aligned at the metaphase plate, we detected low hDsn1 and hKNL1
phosphorylation at all kinetochores. Cells in prometaphase showed slightly elevated and
uniform hKNL1, and to a lesser extent hDsn1, phosphorylation. However, when cells were
treated with nocodazole to depolymerize microtubules and create unattached kinetochores, we
observed a dramatic increase in both hDsn1 and hKNL1 phosphorylation (Fig. 4B, C). This
increased phosphorylation was dependent upon Aurora B since treatment with both nocodazole
and ZM447439 eliminated this phosphorylation (not shown). When cells were treated with
taxol, to stabilize microtubules and reduce inter-kinetochore tension, or the Eg5 inhibitor
monastrol, to create mono-orientated sister chromatids, Aurora B phosphorylation of hDsn1
was also increased, but not to the same extent as nocodazole treatment (Fig. 4B, C). Under
these conditions, hKNL1 phosphorylation was only modestly increased (Fig. 4B, C). Finally,
we treated cells with low levels of nocodazole to generate cells with only a few mis-aligned
chromosomes. In these cases, we observed a statistically significant increase (>95% confidence
based on a independent T test) in the amount of phospho-Dsn1 staining on the mis-aligned
chromosomes relative to the aligned chromosomes (Fig. 4D). The increase was comparable to
the level of phosphorylation observed on prometaphase chromosomes (Fig. 4B, C). Therefore,
phosphorylation of hDsn1 and hKNL1 by Aurora B occurs at basal levels during mitosis, but
increases in response to defects in kinetochore-microtubule attachments and intra-kinetochore
tension.
The phospho-specific antibodies allowed us to define the behavior of the endogenous
phosphorylation events for Dsn1 and KNL1, but do not allow a direct comparison between the
phosphorylation of each protein. hDsn1, hKNL1, and Ndc80/HEC1 are physically associated
within the KMN network, but they are positioned at spatially distinct regions within the
kinetochore (Wan et al., 2009). Current models suggest that tension decreases phosphorylation
by Aurora B by separating the kinase, which is targeted to the inner centromere, from its targets
at kinetochores (Liu et al., 2009). However, it was unclear whether small spatial differences
within the kinetochore could result in distinct phosphorylation by Aurora B. Because the KMN
network covers a distance of ~50 nm along the inner-outer kinetochore axis, distinct substrates
may be differentially phosphorylated in response to changes in tension. To test this, we used
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the established FRET probe (Liu et al., 2009) to monitor the Aurora B phosphorylation at
positions within the kinetochore that correspond to the phosphorylation sites we defined in
Dsn1 (fusion with Mis12), KNL1 (fusion to the C-terminus of Hec1), and Ndc80 (fusion to
the N-terminal microtubule binding domain of Hec1). Analysis of the relative spatial position
of these probes demonstrated that they were indeed positioned as expected based on previous
work (Fig. 5A and 5B; (Wan et al., 2009)). Each probe displayed increased phosphorylation
(as measured by a lower FRET emission ratio) in nocodazole treated cells compared to cells
with metaphase aligned chromosomes (Fig. 5C and 5D). However, similar to the analysis using
phospho-specific antibodies, residual phosphorylation was still observed on aligned
chromosomes as treatment with ZM447439 further decreased phosphorylation (Fig. 5C and
5D). Importantly, the N-terminal HEC1 targeted FRET probe displayed much lower
phosphorylation on aligned chromosomes than the C-terminal targeted FRET probe (which
mimics KNL1 position), suggesting that Ndc80 phosphorylation is more strongly reduced as
tension is established relative to hKNL1 and hDsn1 phosphorylation. Time-lapse analysis
following nocodazole washout demonstrated that the position of each FRET probe affected the
time required to reach maximal dephosphorylation with the N-terminal Ndc80 targeted probe
changing most quickly and the Mis12 targeted probe changing the most slowly (Fig. 5D). Thus,
although Dsn1, KNL1, and Ndc80 are all targets of Aurora B, due to their distinct spatial
positions within the kinetochore, they are likely to be differentially regulated in a manner that
is dependent on the kinetochore-microtubule attachment state.
Overall, these results demonstrate that Dsn1, KNL1 and Ndc80 are key targets of Aurora B at
the outer kinetochore and that phosphorylation of these Aurora B sites is necessary for correct
chromosome alignment and segregation. Altering the phosphorylation state of each individual
protein has different effects on microtubule binding activity and chromosome segregation, and
these phosphorylation events occur distinctly in response to defects in kinetochore tension
providing a mechanism to differentially regulate the outer kinetochore.
Discussion
Aurora B phosphorylates multiple targets in the KMN network to fully inactivate its
microtubule-binding activity
Aurora B kinase is required to correct microtubule-kinetochore attachment defects (Hauf et
al., 2003; Pinsky et al., 2006), but the precise mechanism of this regulation was unclear. Prior
to our studies, the N-terminus of Ndc80 was identified as the major conserved substrate of
Aurora B at the outer kinetochore (Cheeseman et al., 2006; Ciferri et al., 2008; DeLuca et al.,
2006). While Ndc80 is an important component of the kinetochore-microtubule interface, we
demonstrate that phosphorylation of Ndc80 is not sufficient to inactivate the microtubule
binding activity of the KMN network in vitro. Similarly, non-phosphorylatable mutants of
Ndc80 in chicken cells are viable. In both cases, this suggests that regulation of the kinetochore-
microtubule interface by Aurora B requires additional phosphorylation events.
We have identified the microtubule binding domain of KNL-1 and the Dsn1/KNL-3 subunit
of the Mis12 complex as important additional substrates of Aurora B. Phosphorylation of these
three KMN network components does not disrupt protein-protein interactions within the KMN
network or prevent kinetochore assembly. In contrast, individual phosphorylation of Ndc80,
KNL1, or Dsn1/KNL-3 results in distinct changes in the microtubule binding affinity of the
KMN network, while simultaneous phosphorylation of all three subunits inactivates
microtubule binding. These results provide a mechanism to completely inactivate the
microtubule binding activity of the KMN network, the core conserved component of the
kinetochore-microtubule interface, but also provide a way to modulate its microtubule binding
properties to destabilize attachments without completely eliminating them.
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Phosphorylation of Ndc80 and KNL1 by Aurora B specifically targets the microtubule binding
domains of these proteins. In contrast, the Mis12 complex does not interact directly with the
microtubules, but is required to synergize the microtubule binding of the Ndc80 complex and
KNL-1 (Cheeseman et al., 2006). Phosphorylation of the Mis12 complex subunit Dsn1 alone
does not affect the microtubule binding activity of the KMN network. However,
phosphorylation of the Mis12 complex has a previously unidentified allosteric effect on KMN
network activity in vitro when the KMN network is also phosphorylated on one of the
microtubule-binding subunits. Similarly, in vertebrate cells, the Dsn1 phosphorylation sites
are not essential, but cause increased defects when combined with mutations in KNL1 or
Ndc80. Thus, Dsn1 phosphorylation sensitizes the KMN network to the phosphorylation of its
microtubule binding subunits to dramatically reduce KMN network activity.
Fine tuning kinetochore-microtubule attachments
Previous work demonstrated that Aurora B activity is critical for the correction of defective
kinetochore-microtubule attachments, including those that occur during the course of a normal
cell division. Models for the function of Aurora B have proposed two distinct states of
kinetochore activity; an “on”-state where the kinetochore is dephosphorylated and is able to
attach to microtubules, and an “off”-state where Aurora B phosphorylates kinetochore
substrates to inactivate kinetochore-microtubule attachments. Previous work on the role of
phosphorylation on protein function, including the regulation of Sic1 by CDK (Nash et al.,
2001), indicates that multiple phosphorylation sites within a single protein function to generate
a molecular switch-like behavior. The nature of the microtubule binding interface, the diverse
errors in kinetochore-microtubule attachments that must be corrected, and the mechanisms by
which this correction occurs would benefit from the ability to generate a switch-like behavior
as well as a more graded response.
Our work supports the existence of an “off” state for KMN network function in which Ndc80,
KNL1, and Dsn1/KNL-3 are all phosphorylated (Fig. 5). However, our work also provides for
additional regulation states that would allow for the modulation of kinetochore-microtubule
attachments depending on which subunits are phosphorylated. In vivo, this differential
regulation could result in a distinct threshold of KMN network activation in response to various
cellular stimuli. In addition to full activity and partial or complete inactivation of the KMN
network, our work has suggested the potential existence of an additional state where only the
Mis12 complex subunit Dsn1 is phosphorylated (Fig. 5). In this case, phosphorylation would
not alter kinetochore-microtubule attachments, but the KMN network would be “primed” such
that additional phosphorylation of either KNL1 or Ndc80 would result in a dramatic decrease
in microtubule binding activity.
Recent work has suggested a spatial model for Aurora B function in which the proximity of a
substrate to the kinase controls its phosphorylation state (Liu et al., 2009). Under conditions
where there is a strong defect in intra-kinetochore tension, Aurora B would phosphorylate
multiple substrates (including the entire KMN network) that are now spatially closer to the
inner centromere where Aurora B resides (Fig. 5). In this case, complete phosphorylation of
the KMN network would fully inactivate it and create an unattached kinetochore. As
chromosome alignment is reestablished, the outer kinetochore is spatially repositioned by
attachment of incoming microtubules to generate tension. Ndc80 is located the most distally
from the inner centromere (Wan et al., 2009) and based on this position, it would be the first
KMN network component to be dephosphorylated as tension is re-established. Consistent with
this, we found that small spatial differences within the kinetochore result in differences in the
dephosphorylation of an artificial Aurora B substrate. Dephosphorylation of Ndc80 would
result in a KMN network where only KNL1 and Dsn1 were phosphorylated causing a partial,
but not complete, reduction in microtubule binding activity. In total, these results provide a
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model that would allow the differential regulation of kinetochore-microtubule interactions by
the coordinate regulation of spatially distinct targets at the outer kinetochore.
Experimental procedures
Protein Purification
The 4 subunit human Mis12 complex was co-expressed in BL21 E. coli and isolated using an
established purification procedure (Kline et al., 2006). The C. elegans NDC-80 complex and
the MIS-12 complex/KNL-1 were expressed separately and assembled in vitro as described
(Cheeseman et al., 2006). GST fusions to the C. elegans KNL-1 (amino acids 1-68) and human
hKNL1 (1-86) N-termini were expressed in pGEX-6P-1. Site-directed mutagenesis was
performed using Quickchange (Stratagene).
Identification of phosphorylation sites
To identify endogenous phosphorylation sites, GFPLAP tagged Mis12 was isolated from HeLa
cells in the presence of phosphatase inhibitors (20 mM b-glycerophosphate, 10 mM Na
pyrophosphate, 5 mM Na azide, 10 mM NaF, 0.4 mM Na orthovanadate). To identify sites
directly phosphorylated by Aurora B in vitro, 1 mg recombinant yeast GST-Ipl1 was incubated
with 2–4 mg of recombinant C. elegans MIS-12 complex and KNL-1, human Mis12 complex,
or the hKNL1 N-terminus for 30 minutes in presence of 100 nM ATP. For radioactivity kinase
assays, reactions were performed with the addition of 1 mCi ATP-gP32. Phosphorylation sites
within the KMN network were identified by mass spectrometry using an LTQ XL Ion trap
mass spectrometer (Thermo) using MudPIT and SEQUEST software as described previously
(Washburn et al., 2001). Titanium oxide and IMAC procedures were also used to enrich for
phosphopeptides (Cantin and Yates, 2004).
Microtubule binding assays
Microtubule binding assays were performed as described (Cheeseman et al., 2006). MATLAB
and least square refinement was used to fit the data with the modified Hill equation (Miller et
al., 2008).
Immunofluorescence
HeLa cells were incubated for 3 hours with drugs at the following concentrations: monastrol:
100 μM, nocodazole: 0.2 μg/ml, ZM447439: 2 μM, taxol: 1 μM. For treatment of the cells with
low levels of nocodazole, 6ng/ml was used. Immunofluorescence in human cells was conducted
as previously described (Kline et al., 2006) using antibodies against microtubules (DM1α;
Sigma), phospho histone H3 (Upstate), mouse anti-HEC1 (9G3, Abcam), rabbit α-hDsn1 and
α-hKNL1 (Kline et al., 2006), and human anti-centromere antibodies (ACA antibodies, Inc.,
Davis, CA). The phospho-specific antibodies against Ser100 and Ser109 in hDsn1 and Ser24
and Ser60 in hKNL1 were generated by Abgent against immunizing phosphorylated
peptides 95SWRRA Sp MKETN105 and 104TNRRK Sp LHPIH114 for Dsn1
and 48NALRNKKNSRRV Sp FADTIKVFQT70 and 11TNRRKERPVRRRH Sp
SILKPPRSPLQDHC38 for hKNL1. All rabbit antibodies were used at 1 μg/ml. DNA was
visualized using 10 μg/ml Hoechst. Images were acquired on a DeltaVision Core deconvolution
microscope (Applied Precision) equipped with a CoolSnap HQ2 CCD camera. 30 to 40 z-
sections were acquired at 0.2 μm steps using a 100x, 1.3 NA Olympus U-PlanApo objective
without binning. Equivalent exposure conditions were used between controls and drug treated
cells. To quantitate fluorescent intensity, individual kinetochores were selected from
projections (selected based on co-localization with Ndc80/HEC1) and the integrated intensity
was determined after subtracting the background fluorescence measured from adjacent regions
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of the cell using Metamorph. Fluorescent levels at kinetochores was normalized with respect
to control cells. At least 5–10 cells were examined for each condition and antibody.
Analysis of phosphorylation site mutants in chicken DT40 cells
DT40 cells were cultured and transfected as described previously (Fukagawa et al., 2001). The
corresponding Aurora B phosphorylation sites in the chicken proteins were selected based on
the mapping of the endogenous phosphorylated sites in DT40 cells (our unpublished work)
and the conservation of the Aurora B phosphorylation sites in humans and chicken. For Dsn1,
these included Ser26, Ser30, Ser62, Ser79, Ser102 and Ser111. For KNL1, we selected Ser24
and Ser60. For Ndc80, we selected Ser5, Ser15, Ser16, and Ser44. Wild-type cDNAs were
cloned under the CMV promoter. Each mutant cDNA was introduced into the corresponding
conditional knockout DT40 cell line for Ndc80 (Hori et al., 2003), KNL-1 (Cheeseman et al.,
2008), or Dsn1 (this study). Expression of the mutant proteins was assessed by Western blot
in the presence of tetracycline (to deplete the endogenous protein).
To observe the phenotypes for the phosphorylation site mutants, 2 μg/ml tetracycline (Sigma)
was added to deplete the endogenous protein. At 24 h following tetracycline addition, cells
were collected and stained with anti-α-tubulin antibodies. Cell cycle state and chromosome
morphology were observed and collected with a cooled EM CCD camera (Quntem, Roper
scientific) mounted on an Olympus IX71 inverted microscope with a 100X objective lens.
Subsequent analysis and processing of images were performed using Metamorph software
(Roper scientific).
Phosphorylation sensor FRET Assays
Cells were incubated in a low concentration of nocodazole (30 ng/ml) in growth medium for
2–3 hours to release tension between sister kinetochores. To remove nocodazole, cells were
washed three times with fresh L15 medium. The time of the first wash was recorded as time
zero. One image was acquired before washing out nocodazole, and after the washout one image
was acquired every 7 min, starting at t=5 min, to minimize photobleaching. For the FRET
sensors, image acquisition and analysis was performed as described previously (Liu et al.,
2009).
Supplementary Material
Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1. Phosphorylation of the KMN network by Aurora B does not affect kinetochore assembly
(A) In vitro assembly properties of the C. elegans KMN and KSDMSDNSD network. The KNL-1
and MIS-12 complex were co-purified and incubated with the NDC80 complex, followed by
gel filtration chromatography of the sample. Elution profiles of the KMN network (top), the
KSDMSDNSD network (middle), and the NDC-80 complex alone (bottom) are shown. The
KNL-3, KNL-1 and NDC-80 components were detected by Western blotting. Also see Figure
S2. (B) Images of live mitotic cells from clonal human cell lines stably expressing moderate
amounts of GFP-hDsn1, GFP-hDsn1SA and GFP-hDsn1SD. Each fusion protein localizes to
kinetochores throughout mitosis. Scale bar, 10 μm. (C) Purification of GFP-hDsn1, GFP-
hDsn1SA and GFP-hDsn1SD and their associated proteins using a one-step
immunoprecipitation to directly isolate the tagged hDsn1 from stable clonal cell lines. Percent
sequence coverage from the mass spectrometric analysis of these samples for each KMN
network component and associated spindle checkpoint components is indicated. (D)
Immunofluorescence images acquired using antibodies against Hec1 (hNdc80), hKNL1 and
hDsn1 in HeLa cells under control conditions or after 3 hr treatment with nocodazole, taxol,
monastrol, or ZM447439. Scale bar, 10 μm. Also see Figure S2. (E) Bar graph showing the
average ratio of kinetochore fluorescence intensities (percent relative to control) for the
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indicated antibodies/conditions. Error bars represent standard error. The fluorescence intensity
of 30–80 kinetochores per cell was measured for 5 to 10 cells per condition.
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Figure 2. Combinatorial phosphorylation of the KMN network generates multiple levels of
microtubule binding activity
(A) Left, diagrams and cartoon model showing the components and organization of the human
and C. elegans KMN networks. (B) Top, gel showing microtubule co-sedimentation of 50 nM
NDC-80 complex and NDC-80SD complex. Bottom, graph showing the average percent protein
bound relative to microtubule concentration for the wild type NDC-80 complex, NDC-80
complex phosphorylated by Ipl1 (data from (Cheeseman et al., 2006)), and the NDC-80SD
complex. (C) Co-sedimentation assays with the N-terminus of C. elegans KNL-1 and a
KNL-1SD and the full length KNL-1/MIS-12 complex and KNL-1SD/MIS-12SD complex. (D,
E, and F) Graphs showing the microtubule binding activity for 50 nM input protein of the
indicated KMN network mutants. The points were fitted with MATLAB using a modified Hill
equation. Error bars represent the standard deviation. Representative gels for the data shown
in these graphs and microtubule binding data for a KSAMSANSA mutant is included in
Supplemental Fig. 3.
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Figure 3. The phosphorylation of the KMN network has synergistic effects in vivo
(A and B) Growth curve analysis of cellular viability for the non-phosphorylatable (A) or
phosphomimetic (B) KMN mutants in chicken DT40 cells. Tetracycline was added at time 0
to the culture to eliminate expression of the wild type protein. The number of cells not stained
with trypan blue was counted. (C and D) Summary of phenotypes for complementation
experiments in Ndc80, KNL1 or Dsn1 deficient DT40 cells expressing the non-
phosphorylatable (C) or phosphomimetic (D) mutants. In cell lines that express Dsn1 in
combination with KNL1 or Ndc80 phospho-mutants, the endogenous Dsn1 is also present.
500–1000 cells were counted for each cell line. (E) Chromosome morphology and mitotic
spindle shown by DNA staining using DAPI (blue) and α-tubulin staining (green) in the Ndc80,
KNL1 or Dsn1 deficient DT40 cells expressing the non-phosphorylatable or phosphomimetic
mutants. White arrowheads show kinetochore attachment defects. (F) Outer kinetochore
assembly state in the phospho-mutants shown by DNA staining using DAPI (blue) and Ndc80
staining (green). Scale bars: 10 μm.
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Figure 4. Aurora B phosphorylation of the KMN network occurs under conditions where
attachments must be corrected
(A) Western blots validating the phosphospecific hDsn1 and hKNL1 antibodies with
recombinant protein using the indicated conditions. (B) Immunofluorescence images acquired
using the indicated antibodies in untreated HeLa cells or in cells treated with nocodazole, taxol,
monastrol or ZM447439 for 3 hrs. Numbers indicate the average percent quantitated
fluorescence (+/− sem) relative to control treated metaphase cells. Images are scaled
equivalently except for the nocodazole treated samples. Phospho-antibodies show spindle pole
background staining that is not eliminated by ZM447439 treatment. (C) Ratio of fluorescence
intensities for the images in (B) expressed as a percentage relative to controls. Asterix indicates
that intensity in taxol treated cells for S60p hKNL1 was not determined due to extensive spindle
background in this condition. (D) Immunofluorescence images acquired using the indicated
antibodies in HeLa cells treated with 6 ng/ml Nocodazole to generate cells with both aligned
(green boxes) and mis-aligned (red boxes) chromosomes. The checkpoint protein Bub1
localizes preferentially to unattached kinetochores or those that are not under tension. Phospho-
Dsn1 shows a statistically significant increase (95% confidence interval in a T-test) on mis-
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aligned chromosomes (125 kinetochores analyzed) relative to aligned chromosomes (240
kinetochores analyzed). Scale bars, 10 μm.
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Figure 5. Differential phosphorylation of the KMN network under distinct kinetochore attachment
states modulates outer kinetochore microtubule binding activity
(A) Image and linescan showing position of mCherry-Hec1 relative to a Mis12 targeted FRET
sensor. (B) Table showing the average relative position of an N-terminally tagged mCherry-
Hec1 (+/− SEM) to the indicated FRET probe tested as illustrated in (A). At least 5 different
cells were imaged for each probe with at least 10 kinetochore pairs per cell. These positions
agree closely with those determined by (Wan et al., 2009). (C) Average FRET emission ratio
(+/− SEM) for an artificial Aurora B substrate FRET probe (Liu et al., 2009) targeted to
kinetochores using either the Ndc80/Hec1 N-terminus or C-terminus in the indicated conditions
(n > 20 cells per condition). (D) Graph as in (C) for FRET probe targeted with hMis12 or the
Ndc80/HEC1 N or C-terminus for time points following the wash out of 30 ng/ml nocodazole.
For each time point, >20 kinetochores were measured in >20 cells.
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Figure 6. Differential phosphorylation of the KMN network under distinct kinetochore attachment
states modulates outer kinetochore microtubule binding activity
Cartoon depiction of the KMN network at kinetochores under attached (with tension between
sister chromatids), intermediate (with partial tension), and unattached (with no tension) states.
A gradient of Aurora B phosphorylation emanates from the inner centromere. When tension
is present, the kinetochore is stretched relative to its resting state such that the Ndc80 complex
is positioned distally to the inner centromere. When no tension is present, the Ndc80 complex
is more proximal to the inner centromere, resulting in higher levels of phosphorylation. Values
for the position of the indicated subunits within the kinetochore are from (Wan et al., 2009).
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